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Abstract 

Manual wheelchair users traditionally suffer from an increased risk of chronic shoulder injury and 
the inability to travel quickly or uphill independently. Beginning as a senior design project in fall 
of 2016, Wyoming Wheels is a geared, lever-action, manual wheelchair system designed to 
mitigate these challenges. For the 2017-2018 school year, the goal of the project was to create a 
functional prototype by optimizing the previous year’s project. Specifically, the weight and noise 
output needed to be decreased, and the shifting, braking, and overall ergonomics of the chair 
needed to be improved. The total weight of the chair was reduced by 40% by replacing the 
original steel gears and handles with Delrin® plastic and lightweight aluminum. By combining a 
single planetary gear system with a 3-speed internally geared hub, the gearing and shifting 
systems were simplified and the sound output was reduced to that of a bicycle. A two-way pawl 
was designed to engage the planetary gear system as a clutch such that the gears are only driven 
when the lever action handles are engaged. This creates a default neutral setting, allowing the 
user to operate the chair normally when the handles are not engaged. The shifting interface was 
simplified by implementing a standard bicycle twisting shifter. An internal drum-brake system 
was added for improved stopping power and increased safety. The handle was re-designed to 
incorporate the twist shifter, brake lever, and pawl-clutch lever in a useful and ergonomic 
arrangement. This prototype was ultimately successful in meeting the desired objectives. 
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Executive Summary 

Two of the most crucial negative impacts of manual wheelchairs on their users are increased risk 
for chronic shoulder injury, and the inability to remain independent when the need to travel 
quickly or uphill arises. Wyoming Wheels is a geared, lever-action manual wheelchair product 
with the primary intention of mitigating chronic shoulder injury, while also enabling the user to 
travel quickly over long distances, as well as uphill, independently. Beginning as a senior design 
project in the spring of 2017, a proof-of-concept prototype for a geared, lever-action manual 
wheel system was developed. The system uses levers to power the rotation of the wheels using 
the user’s core and chest muscles, as opposed to the shoulders. Planetary gear systems allow for 
various gearing ratios to the wheels, and rim brakes are used to slow the chair down. 

In the fall of 2017, the project was passed to a new senior design group to optimize the system. 
The team addressed the following objectives: reduce the weight by at least a factor of 2; reduce 
the noise output to that of a regular bicycle; improve the shifting system and interface to include 
a default neutral setting; improve the stopping power of the brake system; and improve the 
ergonomics, safety, and user interface of the entire system. To reduce weight, the team 
transitioned from an almost entirely steel system to a system made of lightweight aluminum and 
Delrin® plastic. The overall weight of the chair was reduced by 40%. The planetary gear system 
used to achieve various gear ratios was reduced to a single planetary system. 3-speed internally 
geared hubs were incorporated into wheelchair rims, with the sun gear of the planetary system 
acting on the free-wheel of the hub, improving the range of gear ratios with significant reductions 
in weight and noise. Axle adaptors were designed to allow the internal hubs to attach to the 
wheelchair frame. A two-way pawl was designed to engage the planetary gear system as a clutch, 
and drive the wheels only when the lever action handles are engaged, permitting a default 
neutral setting. The shifting interface was improved to incorporate standard bicycle twisting 
shifters. The internal hubs provided an internal drum-brake system for improved stopping power. 
Improving the stopping power addressed an important safety concern, as increased speed and 
mobility from the higher gear rations required upgraded stopping power. The handle was 
designed to incorporate the shifting, brake lever, and pawl-clutch lever in the most useful, and 
most ergonomic arrangement possible. The 2017-2018 prototype of Wyoming Wheels made 
successful improvements and met all desired objects to turn Wyoming Wheels into a useful 
product.  
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Introduction 

There are an estimated 3.3 million wheelchair users in the United States alone.  Of those 3.3 
million, 31-73%, depending on the subject group, report shoulder pain, and approximately 65% 
of that group have been diagnosed with rotator cuff tears or tendinitis1.  These issues stem from 
the unnatural shoulder rotation required to move a manual wheelchair.  Since the only point of 
significant torque input is located on the rails attached to the wheels, wheelchair users are 
restricted to quick, jerking motions, utilizing only the shoulders and wrists.  This means that stress 
is primarily applied to the shoulder, namely the rotator cuff, which may lead to tearing.  Wyoming 
Wheels seeks to prevent these injuries by designing a system that will allow wheelchair users to 
engage larger muscle groups.  By attaching handles to the wheels, the user can engage their 
chest, back, triceps, and biceps.  These larger muscle groups are much less inclined to injury from 
repetitive motion.   

Another important issue facing wheelchair users, specifically those on campus, is getting 
between classes in the time allotted by the University.  Due to the inability to travel as fast as 
someone who can walk, primarily from shoulder/wrist fatigue, driving off relatively small 
muscles, and the need for relatively smooth pathways, wheelchair users often take longer than 
the given 10 minutes to get from building to building.  Wyoming Wheels seeks to address this 
issue by attaching a gearing system to the lever-action wheels.  These gearing systems will give 
the user a significant mechanical advantage, allowing them to apply more torque for their push, 
spinning the wheel faster, and thus traveling faster for the same amount of energy output. 
Wyoming Wheels seeks to provide this gearing system as an optional setting, such that users may 
return to the wheelchair rails in close quarters situations, or when needing to back up. 

Background 

The idea for the geared, lever-action manual wheelchair system that is Wyoming Wheels was 
conceived by James Francis in 2016. James first pursued the concept as his senior design project 
at the University of Wyoming, and was assisted by Tyler Kissell, Scott Ratliff, and Megan Richter3. 
After a full year of research and design, they developed a rough prototype. Figure 1 is a 
photograph of James in the initial prototype. This prototype integrated gearing into a lever action 
system to power a wheelchair user, but only acted as a proof of concept for the system. The 
prototype had several limiting qualities that needed to be addressed before it could represent a 
feasible product. These qualities included weight, noise, braking, shifting, and user interface, and 
will be discussed individually below. 
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Figure 1. James Francis riding in the initial Wyoming Wheels Prototype. 

Weight 

The initial prototype weighed 70 pounds between each of the two wheels and a standard chair 
frame. The average manual wheelchair weighs from 15 to 50 pounds, depending on the materials 
and size of the frame2. The initial prototype for Wyoming Wheels was 40% overweight by even 
the heaviest manual wheelchair, due mostly to material considerations.  

Noise Output 

The gearing system for the initial prototype incorporated external, plastic ratcheting pawls and 
steel gears to drive the wheels forward. Whenever the user pulled back on the handles or 
coasted, the pawl would slip along the ratcheting gear teeth. While the noise output was never 
officially measured, the sound was obnoxious and loud enough to be heard in other parts of the 
building. This metric is very important to the user. If the system is too loud and annoying it will 
quickly become an undesirable product.  
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Braking System 

The initial prototype used a simple bicycle rim brake to stop the chair. Rim brakes are frequently 
used on bikes but are only acceptable on lower-end models, as higher-powered braking systems 
are available. The effectiveness of rim brakes is greatly decreased by water and other debris that 
makes it way to the rim of the wheel. For the increased speeds capable with the Wyoming Wheels 
system, rim brakes did not meet the required safety, stopping power, or reliability to remain on 
the system. 

Shifting System 

The initial prototype used three external planetary gears to achieve various gearing ratios and 
wheel speeds. To engage these various gears the user had to pull or push on rods that were 
mounted at the base of the handle. The push rods would frequently bend or not engage properly, 
and the system required two hands to successfully shift each wheel, and thus the user was forced 
stop the chair in order to shift.  

Ergonomics and User Interface 

While the initial prototype did manage to change the propulsion motion to incorporate more 
powerful muscle groups and act more ergonomically, the system remained non-adjustable. The 
handle height and angle was fixed, and may or may not have been comfortable for the user, 
depending on the user’s size. The system also required full-time use of the handles for propulsion. 
Maneuvering around in tight quarters was proven very difficult and going in reverse was not 
easily accomplished. 

Despite the limiting qualities of the initial Wyoming Wheels system, the design was a successful 
proof of concept for a geared lever-action manual wheelchair system. In June of 2017, James 
Francis partnered with an MBA student at the University of Wyoming named Nicholas Reh to 
form a startup company called Monarch Mobility. The pair spend the summer of 2017 
investigating the necessary changes to be made to the initial prototype. The optimization of 
Wyoming Wheels was pitched as a project to the 2017-2018 senior design class and accepted by 
the authors of this report.  

Objective 

Corporate sponsors, Monarch Mobility, vaguely defined the objectives for the second iteration 
of Wyoming Wheels. Monarch Mobility provided a broad goal to simply optimize the wheelchair. 
The team focused on the five primary issues prevalent in the first iteration (as discussed in the 
Background section of this document) and developed five focused goals: Reduce weight, reduce 
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noise output, improve stopping power, improve shifting, and improve ergonomics and user 
interface. Each of these goals are discussed individually below. 

Weight Reduction 

The team set a goal to reduce the weight of Wyoming wheels to 50% of the initial prototype 
weight. With an initial weight of 70 pounds, a target weight of 35 pounds was selected. This 
weight falls within the range of 15-50 pounds for an average manual wheelchair.  

Noise Reduction 

While the noise output of the initial prototype was never quantified, the team set a goal to reduce 
the noise output to be as quiet as possible. Upon integration of the internal geared hub into the 
design, this goal was refined to make the system as quiet as a standard bicycle. While the 
ratcheting noise from the hubs was still not ideal, the use of off the shelf parts made a silent chair 
system not feasible. 

Improve Stopping Power 

Stopping power is not easily quantified, so the team set a goal to give Wyoming Wheels the 
capability to lock up the wheels upon applying the brakes with full force. The system must also 
be capable of bringing the chair to a gradual stop, as sharp braking is a safety hazard for the user 
if their chair does not include a seatbelt. However, the ability to lock the tires makes it safer for 
the user to travel at the higher speeds capable with the Wyoming Wheels system. 

Improve Shifting  

The team set a goal to implement a simplified, multi-speed gearing system into Wyoming Wheels. 
The system must allow for on-the-fly shifting that does not require the user to stop the chair, or 
remove their hands from the handles in order to shift gears. The previous iteration was not 
capable of meeting these requirements.  

Improve Ergonomics and User Interface 

The previous iteration of Wyoming Wheels consisted of a fixed handle system that could not 
adjust, and full-time use of the system was required. The team made it a goal to improve the 
ergonomics of the handle assembly by making the height and angle adjustable to meet the 
comfort needs of the user. Another goal was set to make the system an optional attachment, and 
allow the user to use the regular wheelchair rails whenever necessary without interference from 
the lever-action system.  
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Functionality and Use 

Before discussing the functionality of Wyoming Wheels it is important to define the target market 
for the system. Wyoming Wheels is designed for an active person in a manual wheelchair with 
stable and strong upper body muscles. Many manual wheelchair users do not have full use of 
their upper body for a number of reasons, and so Wyoming Wheels is not an ideal solution for 
them. However, there are plenty of manual wheelchair users that maintain normal use of their 
upper body and would like to maintain their independence, despite their disability. These users 
can go about everyday life without the need of assistance from another person. These persons 
would be very interested in a system that will increase their mobility while allowing them to 
maintain their independence. 

Wyoming Wheels contains 3 primary functionalities. These include gear-shifting, assisted 
braking, and default neutral capability. Each of these functionalities are addressed below: 

Shifting 

Wyoming Wheels provides a multi-speed system to the user to accommodate varying terrains 
and travel requirements. This function allows the user to adjust the gearing ratios of the system 
to travel faster on flat ground, and make uphill travel easier. For example, the user may drop into 
low gear when climbing a ramp, and shift back into high gear at the top to travel quickly to their 
next destination.  

Braking 

Wyoming Wheels provides assistive braking to safely bring users to a stop. In order to allow for 
safer travel at high speeds, a powerful drum brake was included in the system to bring the chair 
to a quick stop. These brakes are fixed to the lever-action system and are meant for use when 
the system is engaged. The traditional wheelchair rim is available for stopping at slow speeds, 
but the drum brake is within reach of the user if necessary. 

Default Neutral 

Wyoming Wheels was designed to fold away when not in use, as to not impede the user in any 
way. A pivoting handle and push-pins allow the handles to be folded down and out of the way of 
the chair when the handles are not in use. A clutch system was designed to disengage the gearing 
system from the handles when the handles are not in use. This was to ensure the user has full 
control over the wheelchair via the wheel rims when the geared system is not in use. Thus, when 
the user is not in need of Wyoming Wheels, it is as if it is not attached to the chair.  
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Over all the new Wyoming wheels attachment allows the users to go faster and steeper than ever 
before. This does not compromise the original functionality of a standard wheelchair in any way, 
due to the ergonomic foldable handles. The braking system allows the user to stop quickly and 
safely, and allow users to travel safely at higher speeds. Wyoming wheels provides a range of 
functions that are unique and new to the wheelchair community. 

Safety and ADA Requirements 

Throughout the design process of this product, the safety and mobility requirements of the 
individuals that would be utilizing this product, as well as any bystanders that may be near this 
product, remained a top design priority. The first major health consideration, which has already 
been discussed in the introductory section, was the overarching goal of designing a more 
ergonomic product. This was to be accomplished by introducing handles that could be operated 
in a motion similar to that of rowing or bench pressing. These motions engage larger muscle 
groups like the chest, triceps, biceps, and back, as opposed to the weaker shoulder groups. These 
muscle groups also have a decreased risk for injury from repetitive use. 

Safety requirements also extended to considerations such as pinch points, braking, and general 
structural integrity. Pinch points were minimized by the implementation of an internally geared 
hub. While one set of external planetary gears was still necessary, pinch points in this system 
could be mitigated either by future implementation of a custom protective shroud, or by the 
design of a custom internal hub that negates the necessity of an external planetary gear set. 
Similarly, a safe braking system was introduced through the internal drum brakes contained 
within the internally geared hubs. These provided safer and more reliable braking power through 
both gradual and sharp stopping power. The increased stopping power was necessary, as users 
would have the ability to travel at higher velocities. Finally, an obvious safety requirement was 
for the system to remain structurally sound, as it was supporting the weight of the user. The 
primary point of concern was the custom axle adaptor. The adapter was designed such that a 400 
lb. user could use this product while still maintaining a factor of safety of two before yielding is 
expected. These design considerations helped ensure that both the user of the system, as well 
as anyone around the system, remained safe at all times. 

Further considerations need to be made to ensure that the product is not only safe, but that it is 
also ADA approved and does not inhibit the mobility of the user. This specifically speaks to the 
weight and the width of the system. ADA compliant doors must be a minimum of 32 inches wide. 
The current width of the system (i.e. when two wheels are placed on a standard wheelchair) is 
35 inches. However, most doors provide ample clearance for the 32 inch requirement, allowing 
for this system to still work for most ADA doors. Furthermore, the current 35 inch width could be 
reduced through the implementation of a custom internally geared hub that would eliminate the 
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external planetary gears and approximately 6 inches of total width. Additionally, the current 
weight of the system is 42 lbs. While this is still relatively high compared to traditional 
wheelchairs, it is still below the 50 lb. requirement. Also, it is 40% lighter than the initial design 
from last year. This weight could be further decreased through the implementation of a custom 
hub, as well as by continuing to machine the handle components out of lighter and stronger 
materials, such as carbon fiber. 

Benchmarking 

Currently, there are three companies with products similar to that of Wyoming Wheels. These 
products are Wijit, Magic Wheels, and RoWheels. Figure 2 contains photographs of all three 
systems. Wijit offers ratcheting input levers, allowing the wheelchair user to propel themselves 
using their chest, back, triceps, and biceps, taking the stress off the shoulders and wrists. This 
system is very similar to the previous iteration of Wyoming Wheels, except that it is not geared. 
The system relies on a 1:1 input from the user. Magic Wheels gives the wheel chair the option of 
standard and low gear for assistance ascending ramps, or getting through difficult terrain. Magic 
Wheels provides the gearing aspect found in Wyoming Wheels, but does not incorporate the 
lever-action propulsion system. RoWheels allows the user to reverse the direction of the wheels 
while still applying the forward input, allowing for power transfer in the backwards direction. This 
rowing motion is more ergonomic than the standard manual wheelchair motion, but still requires 
the user’s hands on wheels, and is not geared. Wyoming Wheels brings together the most 
positive aspects of all three products, allowing a wheelchair user to engage larger, heartier 
muscle groups with the assistance of a lever-action system, and choose from a range of gearing 
ratios to help with variable terrain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Competing products (from left to right) Wijit, Magic Wheels, RoWheels.  
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Design Considerations 

A series of design considerations influenced the final design for Wyoming Wheels. The primary 
considerations included material choices, incorporation of an internally geared hub, and the 
design of a default neutral system. Secondary considerations resulted during the incorporation 
of the internally geared hub. These included the axle adaptor component, and the single external 
planetary gear set. Each of the primary and secondary considerations are be addressed in the 
following section. 

Material Considerations 

The previous iteration of Wyoming Wheels was manufactured almost entirely out of solid steel, 
leading to the overall weight of 70 pounds for a complete chair. While the strength and rigidity 
of the steel components led to a very sturdy design, it was necessary for the success of the new 
iteration to reduce the overall weight of the system by changing material choices. Upon 
advisement from corporate sponsors at Monarch Mobility, Aluminum 6061 and Delrin® plastic 
were chosen as the primary materials for the system components.  

Relative to 304 stainless steel, Aluminum 6061 exhibits a larger tensile yield strength at a third of 
the density, resulting in stronger and much lighter components. See Appendix 2, slide 6, for a 
table directly comparing the material properties of Aluminum 6061 and Delrin® to 304 stainless 
steel. Aluminum was used to replace the primary handle components, specifically the lever arms, 
connecting top plate, and the handle itself.  

Delrin® is an acetyl polymer that is primarily used in industry in gearing applications. The plastic 
exhibits a large tensile strength relative to most plastics, and has half of the density of aluminum 
6061. Delrin® possesses high wear resistance and is a self-lubricating plastic, which is why it is so 
commonly used in gearing applications. Delrin® was used to replace the gearing components of 
the system, and consisted of the ring, planets, and sun gears of the single external planet system. 
Delrin® was also used to create the pawl to engage the gears.  

Incorporation of the Internally Geared Hub 

To reduce the complexity of the gearing and shifting system, various transmission components 
were researched. Internally geared hubs were tipped off by a graduate student and explored 
more in depth. Internally geared hubs are designed for bicycles and replace the sprocket system 
at the rear wheel. The sprocket system is replaced with a series of planetary gear sets inside the 
hub itself that allow for various speeds. Internally geared hubs also internalize the braking system 
for the rear wheel by incorporating a disc or drum brake. The hub does maintain the freewheel 
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system traditionally found on bicycles. Figure 3 is a photograph of the internal hub used in this 
system. 

 

Figure 3. Sturmey Archer 3-speed drum-brake internal geared hub.  

The concept of an internally geared hub successfully addressed each of the five primary goals for 
the second prototype of Wyoming Wheels. Internalizing the gearing system eliminated the need 
for bulky or heavy external gearing sets, further reducing the weight of the system. These 
internally gear sets offer a wide range of wheel speeds, simplifying and improving the gearing 
and shifting system. Internalizing the gearing also eliminated the need for an external ratcheting 
system, and the noise of an internal hub is no louder than a standard bicycle. Disc and drum 
brakes exhibit significantly higher stopping power than traditional bicycle rim brakes. Finally, as 
these hubs are designed for use on bicycles, the ergonomics of brake levers and twist shifters 
were applied to the handle of the system, considerably simplifying the user-interface of the 
Wyoming Wheels system.  

Secondary Considerations Related to Internal Hub 

Incorporation of the internally geared hub into Wyoming Wheels proved to be a difficult 
challenge that required secondary design considerations to complete. The internally geared hub 
was not designed for use in a wheelchair system, and the axle did not match the required 
geometry necessary to attach the hub to the wheelchair. The threads on the hub also proved to 
be proprietary, and were not a standard thread pitch. Additionally, the hub was not intended to 
be cantilevered, but supported on both sides. Finally, the gearing ratios within the hub were not 
as dramatic as necessary for this application. The first three of these issues were addressed with 
the design and implementation of an axle adaptor, and the gearing ratios were improved by 
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incorporating a single external planetary gear set. These two design considerations are discussed 
below. 

Axle Adaptor 

Figure 4 is a SolidWorks rendering of the axle adaptor designed for use with Wyoming Wheels. 
The geometry of the adaptor matches that of a standard wheelchair wheel axle, allowing the hub 
to be attached to a wheelchair. A custom tap to match the proprietary thread pitch of the internal 
geared hub was ordered and used to tap the adaptor and thread it onto the hub axle. The head 
of the adaptor was stepped to a larger diameter to allow for the tap without compromising the 
strength of the shaft. A fillet was included to reduce the stress concentration at the step. While 
the adaptor was designed to allow the hub to attach to the wheelchair, it did not address the 
issue of cantilevering the hub. It was calculated that the chair could not support more than 400 
pounds without risk of bending at the axle or high deflection within the hub. Please see Appendix 
2, slides 18 and 19, for a sample calculation that determined this number.  

Figure 4. SolidWorks rendering of axle adaptor. 

External Planetary Gear Set 

The internal geared hub selected provided gearing ratios of 0.75-1.33 : 1. The previous iteration 
of Wyoming Wheels noted that even a gearing ratio of 1.5 : 1 was not high enough to make the 
system travel at a decent speed. To improve the gearing ratio of the internal hub, an external 
planetary gearing system was design, such that the sprocket on the external hub acted as the sun 
gear in the planetary system. The planets of the system were fixed, the ring gear acted as the 
driver, and the sun gear was the output. Figure 5 is a SolidWorks rendering of the planetary 
system designed for Wyoming Wheels. The system provided a gearing ratio of 3.4 : 1, which, 
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when applied to the internal geared hub improved the overall gearing ratio to 2.55 – 4.25 : 1. 
These ratios were effective at achieving moderate speeds with the Wyoming Wheels system.  

 

Figure 5. SolidWorks rendering of single external planetary gear set. Note the gear ratio is 3.4:1. 

Default Neutral Capability 

The final primary design consideration was the incorporation of default neutral capability. The 
previous iteration of Wyoming Wheels required full time use of the lever-action system in order 
to move the chair. This prevented the user from making small adjustments, turning easily in tight 
spaces, and travelling in reverse. It was decided early on in the design process that Wyoming 
Wheels should be an optional attachment, and is only truly necessary for long distance, outdoor, 
or uphill travel. The system is not optimal for use in a kitchen or a classroom, where the skid-
steering of a traditional manual wheelchair is highly effective for maneuvering.  

Thus the system was designed to incorporate a traditional manual wheelchair wheel. The 
internally geared hub was installed as the hub for these wheels at All-Terrain Sports, a local bike 
shop. In order to allow for independent use of the wheels using the wheel rails, it was necessary 
to completely disengage from the freewheel of the hub when the Wyoming Wheels levers were 
not in use. This was achieved by installing a single, spring-loaded two-way pawl system.  
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Figure 6. Default-neutral pawl-clutch system. The picture on the left is the SolidWorks 
Rendering of the theoretical system. The picture on the right shows the final system, after some 

material iterations.  

Figure 6 is a SolidWorks rendering of the theoretical design of this clutch system, compared to a 
photograph of the final design. A pawl was designed to grip a single tooth of the ring gear, 
allowing the user to push forward with the levers and drive the wheels forward, as well as pull 
back on the free-wheel of the hub, eliminating the external ratcheting mechanism. The pawl was 
supported by a series of cages to prevent the pawl from slipping off the ring gear or skipping 
teeth. The other end of the pawl was connected to a pinned lever. This lever was kept in balance 
by a spring and a cable. The cable was attached to additional lever in the handle, such that 
whenever the user griped the handle, the lever was naturally flexed and pulled on the cable. This 
resulted in the lever near the pawl rotating and pushing the pawl downwards, engaging the pawl 
with the ring gear. When the user released the handle, the spring pulled up on the other end of 
the lever near the pawl, pulling the pawl out of the teeth of the ring gear. The overall support 
structure of the pawl was inspired by piston-cylinders, such that the rotational motion of the 
lever near the pawl resulted in linear translation by the pawl.  

Please see Appendix 4 for a collection of design schematics for each in-house manufactured 
component.  
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Table 1 summarizes the primary and secondary design considerations in a tabular format.  

Table 1. Design Considerations Table 

Item Consideration Constraints Possible 
Solutions 

Final Decision 

Materials Must support a 
minimum 
decrease in 
weight of 35% 

Cost, tensile 
strength, wear 
resistance 

Aluminum, 
Titanium, 
Composite 
materials, 
Delrin®, Nylon, 
PEEK 

Aluminum 6061, 
Delrin® plastic 

Internal Geared 
Hub 

Must provide 
internal 
transmission, 
multiple gearing 
speeds, high 
stopping power 

Cost, limit 
number of 
speeds to 3, 
size, weight 

Sturmey-Archer 
3 speed, SRAM 
7 speed, 
Shimano 7 
speed, Shimano 
8 speed 

Sturmey-Archer 
3 speed with 
Drum brake 

Axle Adaptor Must support 200 
lbf per wheel, 
must integrate 
internal hub to 
wheelchair 

Size, tensile 
strength, 
geometry 

12L14 Steel, 
4140 hardened 
steel, 
Various step 
and fillet sizes 

12L14 steel, 
0.75” step from 
0.5” shaft, 0.25” 
fillet 

External 
Planetary Gear 
System 

Must improve 
overall gearing 
ratio to useable 
range 

Size, material, 
larger than 3, 
smaller than 4 

Delrin®, 
Aluminum, 
Various gearing 
ratios lead to 
various outer 
diameters of 
ring gear 

11” outer 
diameter, ratio 
of 3.4: 1, Delrin® 
gears, 
aluminum 
carrier, 
aluminum pins 

Default Neutral 
Capability 

Must fully 
engage/disengage 
Wyoming Wheels 
system when 
necessary.  

Size, user-
interface, must 
provide linear 
motion to 
engage pawl, 
Material 
considerations 

Piston-cylinder 
mechanism, 
drop pin 
mechanism, 
lever action, 
push-pin 
engagement 
system 

Piston-cylinder 
mechanism, 
primarily 
aluminum, 
Delrin® pawl, 
lever-action 
engagement 
system  
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Concept Testing 

Testing of the new Wyoming Wheels concept occurred in a series of stages. Several material 
iterations occurred during the design of the default neutral system; a left-side wheel was 
assembled, lightly tested, and was successful; and a right-side wheel was assembled and tested 
but was not successful. These tests will be discussed individually below. 

Material Iterations 

The initial default neutral system was designed and manufactured entirely out of Delrin® plastic. 
The forces experienced by the components of this system were underestimated, and upon initial 
testing of the system, it was discovered that the Delrin® deflected so heavily that the system 
could not successfully move the chair.   To correct this issue, the support cages for the pawls were 
redesigned to have a larger cross section, thus improving their resistance to bending.  The overall 
width of the pawl was also doubled to prevent it from slipping off of the ring gear.  Despite these 
changes, the low modulus of the Delrin® prevailed and it was determined that the Delrin® 
deflected too much to act as a support structure for the pawls. The cages, pins, and lever system 
were changed to be made out of aluminum, and the support structures were welded to the lever 
arms to further increase their rigidity. After this iteration, the system was tested and proved to 
successfully move the wheel without threat of skipping or slipping or deflecting.  

Left-side Wheel 

The success of the default neutral system after the material iterations led to the assembly of the 
left-side wheel. The handle components were assembled, and the wheel was attached to the 
chair for light testing.  The system supported a 190-pound user propelling themselves with the 
left handle only.  Since the right-side wheel had not yet been assembled, the system could not 
be tested for speed, uphill travel, or long distance travel.  However, the rigidity and strength of 
the left-side wheel predicted that the chair could successfully travel at moderate speeds and 
climb a standard wheelchair ramp. A photograph of the left wheel installed on a standard 
wheelchair frame can be found in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Left-side assembly of Wyoming Wheels on a standard wheelchair frame. 

Right-side Wheel 

The right side wheel was assembled in the same way as the left-side wheel.  However, the wheel 
could not be symmetric to the left-side wheel due to the manufacturing of the hub. The free 
wheel only rotated forward when on the right hand side. This moved the gearing and default 
neutral system to the outside of the right hand wheel. Figure 8 compares the left wheel 
orientation to the right wheel. The axle adaptor to support the gearing was then threaded on to 
the outside of the axle, but was not fixed to the wheelchair. Thus, when the right-side wheel 
system was engaged, forward movement tightened the axle adaptor onto the hub, and reverse 
movement loosened the adaptor.  This issue was noted, but unfortunately only after enough use 
for the tightening of the adaptor to bind the right-side hub.  The binding of the hub was not 
determined until the adaptor was fixed to the hub’s axle with Loctite. Upon testing after applying 
Loctite, it was determined that the Loctite was the solution to the threading issue of the adaptor, 
but the hub was already compromised. Due to time constraints, this issue could not be reversed 
before Undergraduate Research Day, and thus only a left-side wheel was successfully assembled 
and tested.  
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Figure 8. Comparison of left and right wheel assemblies.  

Novelty 

Wyoming Wheels incorporates three novelty systems to make it a competitive manual 
wheelchair product. These systems are the geared lever-action propulsion system, adjustable 
handles, and default neutral. Each of these systems are discussed individually below.  

Geared Lever-Action Propulsion 

Wyoming Wheels builds upon the lever-action system found in a competing product called Wijit. 
As described in the benchmarking section of this document, Wijit provides a lever system to 
manual wheelchair users to improve the ergonomics of the propulsion motion. However, this 
system is still a 1:1 gearing ratio, and does not allow the user increased speed, or increased ability 
to travel uphill. Wyoming wheels incorporates an internally geared hub, and an additional 
external planetary gear set to improve the gearing ratio of the lever-action system, allowing the 
user to travel quickly, farther, and uphill.  

Adjustable Handles 

On top of improving the gearing ratio of the lever-action system, Wyoming Wheels provides the 
user increased ergonomics with an adjustable handle system. The handles may be extended, 
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retracted, and folded at various angles to allow the user to customize their system to best fit their 
comfort. Varying the angle of the handles allows the user to engage different muscles when using 
the system, and allows the handles to store out of the way when not in use. 

Default Neutral 

Additionally, Wyoming Wheels turns the lever-action system into an optional attachment. While 
Wijit requires the user to use only the levers for travel, Wyoming Wheels provides a default 
neutral capability in the form a pawl-clutch. This system prevents the handles from engaging the 
wheels unless the user picks up the handles. When the user grabs the handles, a lever is naturally 
flexed and drives the pawl into the gearing system, engaging the hubs and driving the wheels 
with an improved gearing ratio for faster travel. When the user drops the handles, the pawl is 
pulled out of the gearing system, allowing the user to use the rails on the wheels to control the 
chair, just like normal.  

Design Impacts 

During the design process, the environmental, consumer cost, manufacturing cost, and safety 
impacts were carefully considered. Each of these impacts will be addressed individually below. 
 
Environmental 

The second iteration of Wyoming Wheels had very few environmental impacts.  In production, 
with exception to the manufacturing of the aluminum and Delrin® sheets, there is little to no 
impact on the environment. Mechanical machining with a lathe and a waterjet were used to 
manufacture each component. The manufacturing of the Sturmey-Archer internally geared hub 
is a proprietary process, so it is currently unclear as to what environmental impacts stem from 
that particular product. The system does not require any use of chemicals, or emit any exhaust 
or pollutants. 

Consumer Cost 

The expected cost impact to the user for Wyoming Wheels is essentially $0.  Most wheelchair 
users are covered by insurance and allotted one new chair or chair modification every 5 years 
within a certain budgetary range.  Because these wheels are a chair modification, they are 
covered by insurance, and should cost nothing to the user.  

Manufacturing Cost 

There is a significant cost to manufacture and assemble Wyoming Wheels. This cost is related 
heavily to the profitability of the system. Two full wheels cost $1656.31 to manufacture, between 
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materials and machining. All components were designed to be easily cut out of sheets of Delrin® 
or Aluminum on a waterjet, or cut on a lathe. These simple and common machining tools are 
reliable, and easy to use. Competing products (some of which are discussed in the Benchmarking 
section of this document) sell in the range of $3200 to $3800. Wyoming Wheels has an market 
value $3500, resulting in a more than two fold return on cost of manufacturing.   

Safety 

Safety had a rather large impact on the design of Wyoming Wheels.  Because the system enables 
significantly faster travel for wheelchair users, the ability to come to a quick stop without getting 
thrown out of the chair was very important.  The internally geared hub has an internal drum 
brake, allowing the user to lock the wheels if necessary, but the brakes also allowing for a more 
gradual stop in non-emergency situations.  The handles were also designed to act as braces in 
case of a full wheel lock up.  This allows the user to brace themselves in the chair, and avoid 
falling forward. Wyoming Wheels did not influence the design of a wheelchair frame, and thus 
including a seatbelt or other bracing mechanisms were out of scope of the project. 

Additional Information 

For additional commentary on Wyoming Wheels as a product, marketing and financial 
information, information on Monarch Mobility, the design process, a Gantt chart, FMEA, and 
other additional information about Wyoming Wheels, please review the Wyoming Wheels 
Product Design Specifications document, found in Appendix 3.  
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Team Member Work Distribution  

Per the request of the Systems Design II instructor, and in accordance with ABET requirements, 
this section will examine ‘who did what’ throughout the duration of this project. 

Matt Jones: 

Primary responsibilities: materials and weight reduction. Secondary contributions: waterjet 
master, double-planet system design, general assembly of systems 

Jacob Porter: 

Primary responsibilities: noise reduction. Secondary contributions: cabling, general assembly of 
systems, manufacturing on lathe,  

Nick Staiano: 

Primary responsibilities: optimization of shifting and ergonomics. Secondary contributions: 
majority of SolidWorks modelling, axle/propulsion force calculations, design of pawl-clutch 
system, design of axle adaptor, general assembly of systems 

David Tobin: 

Primary responsibilities: improving stopping power. Secondary contributions: design of single 
external planetary gear system, calculations for single external planetary gear system, 
manufacturing on lathe, SolidWorks mating master, general assembly of systems,  

All group members worked collaboratively on producing necessary project deliverables such as 
weekly IOI reports, a presentation for Undergraduate Research Day, and this final design report. 
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Conclusion 

The design considerations implemented into the second iteration of Wyoming Wheels 
successfully addressed and met the five goals expressed by corporate sponsors Monarch 
Mobility. These goals were to reduce the weight and noise output, improve the stopping power 
of the brakes and the shifting system, and optimize the ergonomics. The most notable design 
consideration was the addition of an internally geared hub. This successfully allowed for the 
shifting, braking, and gearing mechanisms to be condensed into a single, concise, lightweight 
design. Relative to the previous iteration, the internal hub allowed for the heavy external 
planetary sets to be removed, for the noisy one way ratcheting mechanism to be replaced with 
a quieter freewheel, for the unreliable rim brakes to be replaced with a safer drum brake, and 
for the shifting mechanism to be more intuitive and consistent. The internal hub effectively 
addressed all five of the project goals simultaneously. Another successful addition to this project 
was the addition of the default neutral capability. By reinstalling traditional wheelchair rails, and 
by incorporating the freewheel in the internal hub, the design now provides users with the choice 
to utilize the geared, lever-action handles when traveling long distance, and to lower the handles 
and utilize traditional wheelchair rails when maneuvering indoors or within a confined space. 
Finally, the new material choices were a successful element of this project. By eliminating the 
heavy steel that was part of last year’s design, and by utilizing lighter materials such as Aluminum 
6061 and Delrin® Plastic, the weight of the system was effectively cut by 40%. 

There is however room for improvement in any future iterations of this design. The first is to 
design and manufacture a custom internally geared hub. While the concept of the internal hub 
is ideal for this product, attempting to use one that is designed for a bicycle is not ideal. A custom 
hub would allow for higher internal ratios, a larger internal axle, and a left/right side drive 
freewheel capability. Respectively, these would address the problems of requiring an external 
planetary gear set, the drastically increased bending moment in the axle of the internal hub, and 
the lack of symmetry in the left and right wheel due to the fixed free wheel direction. Another 
improvement that could be made is to refine the handle components. By combining stock twist 
shifter’s, brake levers, and clutch levers, which are also all design for a bicycle, the handle controls 
became very bulky. Custom controls could be designed to incorporate all of the controls into one 
component. Finally, the material choices of the product could be further improved. For example, 
composite materials would continue to make the product lighter and slimmer, ultimately making 
it more user friendly for any given user. 

In conclusion, the second iteration of the Wyoming Wheels product helped bring Wyoming 
Wheels much closer to becoming a marketable product. This project was able to further advance 
the proof of concept behind this product, and ultimately provided a reliable design for a geared, 
lever-action, wheelchair attachment.  
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What is Wyoming Wheels

Attachment for a wheelchair (Wheels Only)

Manual (non-electric)

Gearing system

Lever action

Assisted braking 
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Problem

31 percent to 73 percent

Rotator cuff tears or tendinitis in about 65 percent
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Background

• Began as a Senior Design Project in 2016

• Produced a rough prototype

• Formed Monarch Mobility 
and competed in Fisher 
Innovation Challenge

• Sponsored our 2017-
2018 Senior Design 
Project
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2017-2018 Scope/Goals

• Scope 5 main Goals

1) Reduce Weight

2) Reduce Noise

3) Improve Braking

4) Improve Shifting

5) Improve The
User Interface

- Optimize
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Design Considerations

Materials
Al 6061 and Delrin ®

Challenges

• Issues with galling from moving components

• Delrin® components in clutch assembly saw
significantly higher forces than predicted

• High deflection led to skips, slipping, and
misalignment

Al 60611 Delrin®2 304 SS3

Tensile Yield Strength 40 ksi 9 ksi 31.2 ksi

Modulus 10,000 ksi 350 ksi 29,000 ksi

Density 0.0975 lb/in3 0.0513 
lb/in3

0.289 lb/in3
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Materials
Al 6061 and Delrin ®

Solutions

• Avoid aluminum-on-aluminum for moving 
components

• Deflecting Delrin components replaced

• Clutch support structure replaced with 
aluminum and welded to lever frame 

Al 60611 Delrin®2 304 SS3

Tensile Yield Strength 40 ksi 9 ksi 31.2 ksi

Modulus 10,000 ksi 350 ksi 29,000 ksi

Density 0.0975 lb/in3 0.0513 
lb/in3

0.289 lb/in3

Design Considerations
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Design Considerations

Internal Geared Hub
Internal Geared Hub

• Multiple internal planetary gear sets
• Drum or disc brake
• Freewheel for coasting

Accomplishes all 5 design goals:

• Replaces heavy external planetary sets

• Freewheel acts as ratcheting mechanism

• 3-speed with easy shifting mechanism

• Drum brake for increased stopping power

• Shifting and braking interface that of standard bicycle 831



Design Considerations

Challenges
Intended for R.H.S. drive

• Unsymmetrical sides of wheelchair

Left Wheel Right Wheel

Intended to be supported on both sides
•Increase in bending moment when cantilevered
•Limits weight capacity: 400(lb) (F.S.=2)

Axle does not mate to wheelchair
•Threaded axle with proprietary thread
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Design Considerations

Internal Geared Hub
Axle Adaptor

• Geometry change to incorporate into 
standard wheelchair

• Radius and step to increase axle strength

• Keyway to lock single planetary system to axle 

• Tapped to easily thread onto hub axle
• Custom tap was ordered
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Design Considerations

Planetary Gear System
• Sun gear acts as sprocket of internal hub

• Improved ratio

– Planetary System: 3.4 : 1

– Internal Hub: 0.75 - 1.25 : 1

– Total Ratio: 2.55 – 4.25 : 1

• Double-Planets preserve direction

• Material considerations

Ring Gear Planet Gear

Planet Carrier

Sun Gear
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Default Neutral Capability
2016-2017 Model 2017-2018 Model

Requires full time use of 
geared, lever action handle

Provides the option to 
release the handles and 
utilize the traditional rails
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Challenges of Incorporating Default Neutral
• Handle must be able to engage/disengage from the ring gear

• ‘Two-way pawl’ in a piston-cylinder system

– This also eliminates the ratcheting noise

• Overcoming deflection

– Material

– Additional pawl ‘cages’

• Requires an additional clutch lever

Clutch Wire

Spring in Tension

13

Design Considerations
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Manufacturing

External Planetary Gear System
• Waterjet from single sheets of Delrin® and aluminum
• ~45min to cut entire system
• Aluminum pins and sun gear must be lathed

Sun Gear Lathing
• Sun gear center needed to be cut down
• Sun gear isn't compatible with the lathe
• Had to design a mounting tool to accommodate
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Design Review

What Went Well
•Incorporation of internally geared hub
•Default neutral
•Material Selection

Recommendations for Future Iterations
•Custom designed internally geared hubs
•Refinement of handle components
•Material considerations for reduced weight
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Appendix 1 Budget Breakdown
Expenditure Cost

Wheelchair Rims $220.50
3-speed Internal Hubs, 

and Integration into 
Wheelchair Rims; 

cabling and handles

$486

Axle Extensions Steel 
and Manufacturing

$160

Delrin® Plastic $165.50
Waterjet Machining $284
Plastic Pivot Joints $75.28

Custom Tap $119.03
Various shop expenses $300

Total $1810.31

Many components of this prototype 
were salvaged or created from recycled 
materials, saving costs considerably. 
Actual production costs will be much 
larger.

Source Provided

Wyoming
Institute for 
Disabilities

$1500

Mechanical 
Engineering 
Department

$500

Monarch Mobility 
(Through Fisher 

Innovation)

$2500

Total $4500
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Appendix 2 Axle Calculations

𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ×
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
𝐼𝐼

FOS = factor of safety
F= applied force
l= moment arm
c= radius 
I= second moment of inertia

Shaft steel is 12L14
σmax = 60 ksi

For an FOS of 2, the maximum force
per rear wheel is:

F

𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
𝜎𝜎 𝐼𝐼

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹
=

60,000 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛2 × 𝜋𝜋
32 (0.405𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛)4 − 0.198𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 4

2 × 0.92𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 + 0.25𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 + 0.563𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 + 0.7 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 × 0.405𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
2

= 152 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

l

c

Axle 
Extension

Threaded Hub 
Axle

The maximum weight per wheel is 152 pounds, for a FOS of 2
1841



Appendix 3 Axle Calculations

The chair was placed on 4 independent scales to determine the weight 
distribution between the front and rear wheels.

3 members sat in the chair, and the weight from each scale was recorded.

Wheel M N J

Front Left 37 37 41

Front Right 20 13 23

Rear Left 86 70 70

Rear Right 91 69 70

Taking the average for each wheel and comparing to the total weight determined 
the rear wheels supported 75% of the weight. 

For a FOS of 2, the max rear wheel weight is 152 pounds. 

This means that the chair can support 400 pounds with a FOS of 2 1942



Appendix 4 Propulsion Force Calculations

F

W

μFn

Fn

r

l

�𝑀𝑀𝑜𝑜 = 0 = 𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹 + 𝑟𝑟 − 𝜇𝜇𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)

𝑊𝑊 = 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛

The propulsion force can be 
approximated using a sum of moments 
about the center of the wheel. 

Where F is the propulsion force, 
L is the length of the lever arm, 
r is the wheel radius, 
μ is the rolling resistance, 
W is the weight on the wheel, 
and Fn is the normal force

From sum of forces in the vertical

For a wheel load of 100 pounds, a rolling resistance of 0.1, radius of 12 
inches, and lever arm of 9 inches:

𝐹𝐹 =
𝜇𝜇𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 𝑟𝑟
𝐹𝐹 + 𝑟𝑟 =

0.1 100 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 12 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
9 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 + 12 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 = 5.7 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
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Appendix 4 Propulsion Force Calculations cont.

F

W

μFn

Fn

r

l𝐹𝐹 =
𝜇𝜇𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 𝑟𝑟
𝐹𝐹 + 𝑟𝑟

=
0.1 100 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 12 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛

9 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 + 12 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
= 5.7 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

This expression assumes a 1:1 gearing 
ratio.

The change in required force due to the 
gearing ratio is directly proportional to the 
gearing ratio.

Therefore, for our gearing range of 2.55 to 
4.25 : 1, the required force increases.

𝐹𝐹2.55 = 5.7 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 2.55 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏.𝟔𝟔 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝐹𝐹4.25 = 5.7 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 4.25 = 𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏.𝟑𝟑 𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 Required propulsion forces at 
low and high gear
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Appendix 5 Additional OTS Parts

OTS Parts & Components
Handle Assembly

• Plastic pivot joints

• Twist shifter 

• Braking lever
• Drum Brake
• Clutch Lever
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Appendix 6 Solidworks Model
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Questions?
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Product-Project Design Specification (PDS)     ME 4060 & ME 4070         2017-2018 

Product-Project Title: Wyoming Wheels 

PDS Version No: 2 

PDS Version Date: 12/5/17  

Background: 

This PDS provides a checklist that supports development of this Product or Project. It is a living 

document and shall be updated as new information or influences are discovered that impact this 

development. To the extent practical, it should be written using indented numbered list format for 

brevity and clarity with liberal inclusion of images and graphics as applicable. This document shall be the 

prime focus very early in the product-project development process. The PDS lays the groundwork for all 

early planning and ahead of all design activities – it ensures all factors are accounted and all 

stakeholders are heard from. A PDS is not a record of what’s been done, but rather a comprehensive 

collection of all of the influence parameters and considerations that must be continuously re-visited 

throughout the development process to ensure a successful realization of this Product or Project. 

Consider that there will generally be a phases to products or projects such as Prototype, Pilot-

Production and Full-Production. For purposes of progress evaluation and assessment of continued 

efforts, early focus on the Prototype and Pilot-Production phases is recommended – other downstream 

phases may be included by making adjustments to the considerations listed further below. This PDS has 

been checked and agreed by the development team, faculty advisors, client/customer and 

stakeholder/sponsors as applicable. In addition, signatures from both Professor Kilty and Professor 

Willey are mandatory (see signature section at the end of this document). 

PDS Version History:  

Track development and distribution of the PDS, up to the final point of approval (all signatures). 

Version 

# 

Implemented 

By 

Revision 

Date 

Approved 

By 

Approval 

Date 

Reason 

1.0 Nick, Jacob, 

Matt, David 

11/30,2017 Nick 11/30/2017 Initial Design 

Definition draft 

2.0 Nick, Jacob, 

Matt, David 

12/5/2017 Nick 12/5/2017 Completion of all 

Requested Items 

3.0 Nick, Jacob, 

David, Matt 

2/6/2018 
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Target Market: 

Wheelchair bound individuals with fully functional upper body use that already own a 

wheelchair 

Key Market Assumptions & All Influence Parameters: 

Wheelchair bound individuals with functional upper bodies are active and want to increase 

mobility.  

Wheelchair bound individuals want to improve long distance wheelchair travel and obtain the 

ability to climb ramps and hills without the assistance of a second person. 

Wheelchair bound individuals with functional upper body use wish to maintain independence 

and ease of living by avoiding electric powered wheelchairs. Electric powered wheelchairs are 

costly and heavy, and require significant and expensive lifestyle changes to accommodate the 

use of the electric chair, such as vehicle ramps for transport.  

Market Entry Requirements: 

Wyoming Wheels is a product under provisional patent by Monarch Mobility, a medical product 

design company.  

Market entry requires a provisional patent under the project name Wyoming Wheels and 

company name, Monarch Mobility.  

System Boundary: 

This system will only consist of a geared set of wheels that customers will install onto an existing 

wheelchair. No designs of modifications to the chair itself will be necessary. 

Therefore, the system boundary is effectively the axle between the geared wheel and an 

existing wheelchair. 

Out of Scope: 

Modular and ergonomic handle design for system. Kinesiology study of most ergonomic handle 

will not be conducted. 

Shrouding/ cover for entire mechanical system to isolate moving parts from the elements and 

protect moving components.  

Co-dependent wheel system that can drive, shift, or apply brakes from one wheel. 

Redesigned internal hub such that each wheel is symmetric.  

Primary Function: 

Long distance travel assistance: 

User to be able to attain speeds up to 15 mph, aided by 3:1 or greater gearing ratios. 

Health benefits: 
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  Reduced risk of shoulder/wrist injury during long-term wheelchair use. 

Secondary Functions:  

Steep slope climbing assistance:  

Gearing ratios of 1:1 or lower will allow for ease of climbing hills, similar to lowering the 

gear on a bicycle 

User 1 (decision-maker/Buyer):   

Decision Maker: 

Wheelchair bound customer with fully functional upper body and desire to improve 

ability to travel long distance by manual wheelchair as well as improve personal ability 

to climb steep slopes with wheelchair 

Hospital or VA manager with desire to provide upgraded wheelchair system to patients. 

Purchaser: 

Insurance coverage makes the purchase of this medical device cheap or free. The 

primary purchaser will be Medicare, Medicaid, or other medical insurance providers.  

The primary user will pay for the remaining balance.  

User 2 (primary operator):   

Wheelchair bound customer with fully functional upper body and desire to improve ability to 

travel long distance by manual wheelchair as well as improve personal ability to climb steep 

slopes with wheelchair. 

User 3 (secondary operator):  

Purchase of the Wyoming Wheels system will require a prescription from a physical therapist. 

This therapist will be knowledgeable of the product and help transition the primary user from a 

traditional wheelchair to a wheelchair equipped with Wyoming Wheels.  

The secondary operate could be a non-handicapped person capable of pushing the wheel chair 

around when the user is unable to push themselves, even with the Wyoming wheels system (for 

ex. Up a very steep incline).  

This secondary operator will not operate the Wyoming Wheels lever action system, but will take 

advantage of the system's default neutral to control the wheelchair.   

 

Wonderful, Outstanding & Way Beyond (WOW) – Customer/User Delight:  

Customer will be able to attain and maintain speeds of 10-15 miles per hour when traveling on 

relatively flat surfaces, such as sidewalks. Customers will be able to manually move themselves 

up wheelchair ramps, and climb steep slopes with ease.  
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The system will stow itself out of the way when not in use. Whenever the lever system is not 

engaged, the user will maintain full control of the wheelchair via the wheel rails, like with 

traditional manual wheelchairs.  

 

WOW Factor – User Characteristics Analysis (attitude, belief, need & want): 

 

Many of the problems faced by manual wheelchair users are the inability to travel quickly, 

uphill, or over long distances, without large amounts of physical exertion, and high risk of injury. 

In the short term, pinched fingers, and burns from using the rails can occur. Over long periods, 

there is an increased risk of shoulder injury. Manual wheelchair users who still maintain a 

functional upper body want to maintain independence, travel farther, uphill, and faster, and 

avoid injury. An upgrade to the traditional manual wheelchair is needed to fulfill these wants.  

Wyoming Wheels incorporates an ergonomic lever-action system to power a manual wheelchair 

over long distances and uphill with ease. The ergonomic lever allows power to come from the 

chest and back muscles as opposed to weaker shoulder muscles, mitigating long-term shoulder 

injury. A powerful disk brake prevents the need to use the rails to brake.  

 

WOW Factor – User Situational Analysis (planning influences; e.g., size, occasion, significance & timing): 

Situation: Long distance travel. 

Travelling from your apartment on 15th Street to Safeway on 3rd Street, relatively 

quickly, and without spending nearly as much energy. 

Hands off wheels: 

Rolling through snow, do not have to worry about soaking through gloves. 

If you roll through mud or scat, you can avoid health hazards. 

Avoids cuts and dings in your hands. 

Hands still on wheels: 

Still have the ability to make small, tight turns and maneuvers in the home or office. 

 

Prior Art (Intellectual Property (IP)):  

There are three primary competing patented products currently on the market: 

1.) Wijit 

2.) Magic Wheels 

3.) RoWheels 
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The parent company, Monarch Mobility, has done extensive patent searching and has had a 

prior-art investigation conducted. Please see Attachment 1 for more information.  

 

This Project’s Initial Approach to IP (e.g., Patent, Trade Secret):  

Monarch Mobility secured a provisional patent for Wyoming Wheels on October 7, 2017. This 

patent is valid through October 7, 2018. During this time, any changes to Wyoming Wheels will 

be recorded and included in the final patent.  

 

Benchmarking and Competitive Analysis: 

There are three primary competing products currently on the market: 

1.) Wijit—manual wheelchair using ratcheting input levers without gearing, $4500 

average cost 

2.) Magic Wheels—manual wheelchair with high and low gear setting, without levers. 

$3000 average cost 

3.) RoWheels—manual wheelchair with inverted input/output motion, $3000 average 

cost 

Please see slide 10 of Attachment 2 for reference. 

Prevailing Price and Value Landscape and Trends:  

Expected revenue per unit of $3500. 

Wyoming Wheels fits a specific niche in the wheelchair industry. It is specifically tailored for 

wheelchair users with functional upper bodies to improve long distance and uphill travel. These 

users wish to remain independent, wish to avoid costly lifestyle changes, and large, expensive 

electric wheel chairs. Wyoming Wheels allows its users to remain active, and maintain use of a 

lightweight, easy to maneuver wheelchair, while improving long distance and uphill use.  

Monarch Mobility wishes to design and manufacture Wyoming Wheels as a stand-alone product 

to act as an upgraded wheel system for standard manual wheelchairs.  

Product-Project Design Objective:  

Wyoming Wheels is a lever-action, manual wheelchair wheel system, designed with the 

intention of maintaining the simple and quick movements capable of manual wheelchairs, while 

upgrading the ability of these chairs to move quickly and efficiently over long distances, uphill, 

and outdoors. The lever-action system mitigates the risk of long-term shoulder injury, and 

prevents minor burns and cuts by moving the power input from the wheel rails to an ergonomic 

lever system with a disk brake.  

Please see the poster file in attachment 3 for more information.  
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Product Environmental Requirements; e.g., temperature, humidity, shock, contaminants, corrosives:  

Wyoming Wheels is designed to work in all climates suitable for its operator, a human being. 

The system will operate normally at temperatures from –10 degrees Celsius to 50 degrees 

Celsius. The chair will operate normally at all humilities. Materials used for the system have 

been selected to avoid corrosion. 

There is no anticipated shock hazard to the user while using Wyoming Wheels.  

FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis):  

See Attachment 10. 

Critical to Function:  

Internal hub must be oriented correctly, and installed properly for wheel to rotate in the desired 

direction. 

Cabling to the brakes and shifting mechanisms must be within a tolerance of 0.1 inches in order 

to ensure full engagement with the disk brake for stopping, and to ensure that the transmission 

between gears in complete.  

The secondary clutch cabling must be within a tolerance of 0.01 inches in order to ensure full 

engagement of the pawl with the planetary gear system to transmit power without risk of 

failure.  

Critical to Quality Attributes (CTQs) – all phases:  

All manufactured components must be within 1/1000 of an inch of their specified dimensions to 

ensure proper fitting, gear meshing, and mechanical motion, and compliance with ADA and FDA 

specifications.  

Rims must be within 99% of true when re-spoked to include internal hub to ensure stability and 

proper weight distribution to each wheel.  

Selected materials must be free of blemishes and polished to avoid any surface defects and 

stress concentrations. Assurance of manufacturing of plastic components must be completed to 

ensure the proper material is used.  

Overall Sizes:  

Wyoming Wheels will be available in many different rim and axle sizes for use with all types of 

manual wheelchairs. Current Prototype sizes are as follows: 

Rim Diameter: 24 inches, 36 spokes 

Axle Length: 3.5 inches 

Planetary Gear Clutch Outer Diameter: 12 inches 

Lever Arm Base Length: 13 inches 
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Lever Arm Sleeve Length: 3 inches 

Handle Base Length: 4 inches 

Handle Sleeve Length: 4 inches 

Maximum Lever Arm Length, from Rim Axle to End of Handle: 20 inches 

Minimum Width of Wyoming Wheels Assembly (one wheel): 6 inches 

 

Overall Weights: 

Weights will differ depending on various rim and axel sizes. Current Prototype weights are as 

follows: 

Rim, axle, and Integrated Internal Hub: 8 lbs 

Planetary Gear Clutch: 2 lbs 

Lever Arm Base, Sleeve, and Handle Assembly: 5 lbs 

Overall weight of Wyoming Wheels Assembly: 15 lb 

Power Requirements:  

Wyoming Wheels is a mechanical system that physical user input from upper body muscles to 

drive the system. Significant physical input will only be necessary for very steep slopes. The 

gearing ratios present in the internal hub will make long distance and uphill travel possible 

without significant physical exertion.  

Materials:  

Rim: Cast Aluminum 

Internal Gear Hub: Steel gears with Aluminum casing 

Planetary Gear Clutch and Pawl: Delrin Plastic 

Lever Arm Base, Sleeve, Handle Assembly: Aluminum, with plastic bushings  

Axel Extension: 12L14 Steel  

Health & Safety Requirements:  

Wyoming Wheels, when patented, will be registered as a Class II Medical Device and will meet 

all required standards imposed by the FDA for Class II Devices.  

"Class II devices are simple devices, though they are more complicated than Class I 

devices. They are also considered to be at slightly higher risk than Class I devices and 

therefore require more stringent regulatory controls to provide assurance of their 

effectiveness and safety. Examples of Class II devices include: condoms, pregnancy 

testing kits and powered wheelchairs." -FDA.gov, website 
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Potential Sources of Liability Litigation, Hazards (all phases) and Misuse/Abuse: 

Potential health and safety hazards include:  

Loss of control and crashes due to high speed travel; pinch point in planetary gear 

system (while unshrouded); and lever stow-away mechanism fails during travel 

Potential Misuse/Abuse of chair includes: 

Damage to rim, axle, and lever action system due to large fall (off a curb, or down a stair 

case); bending or broken gears/ pawl system from large torque forces (if the user 

attempts to roll over an obstruction or up a very steep hill in high gear); and damage to 

planetary gear system due to large force normal to the gear system (impact into the side 

of the wheel system).    

Codes & Standards Compliance Requirements:  

The overall width of a wheelchair equipped with Wyoming Wheels cannot exceed 32" such that 

the chair can fit through an ADA compliant doorway.  

Wyoming Wheels, when patented, will be registered as a Class II Medical Device and will meet 

all required standards imposed by the FDA for Class II Devices.  

"Class II devices are simple devices, though they are more complicated than Class I 

devices. They are also considered to be at slightly higher risk than Class I devices and 

therefore require more stringent regulatory controls to provide assurance of their 

effectiveness and safety. Examples of Class II devices include: condoms, pregnancy 

testing kits and powered wheelchairs." -FDA.gov, website 

 

Ergonomics Considerations:  

Wyoming Wheels is designed to mitigate shoulder injuries by using a lever system that will 

engage chest muscles instead of shoulder muscles. The handle system will be engaged by the 

user at chest height, a comfortable grip in the handle will help to prevent arthritis and carpel 

tunnel syndrome. The shifting and braking mechanisms will be located within the handle such 

that the user never has to take their hand off the system while in use to make any changes 

during travel.  

 

Motion and Time Study Requirements:  

A Motion and Time Study for the manufacturing and assembly process for Wyoming Wheels will 

be completed by March 9thth of 2018. It is at this time that the initial prototype of the system 

will be completely assembled. Until all components have been designed, and manufactured, a 

motion and time study cannot be completed. Below is the expected approach to the Motion and 

Time study to be completed when all components have been designed and manufactured.  
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The manufacturing times for manufactured components will be measured, and designs will be 

altered to improve these times. For items whose manufacturing is outsourced, the total time 

from order placement to arrival will be measured and assessed.  

When all components are available on hand, the assembly process of the system will be 

assessed. Each member of the team will assemble the entire system 5 times. The time to 

complete each step of the assembly will be measured, and added together to determine the 

total assembly time. The steps requiring the most amount of time to complete will be assessed, 

and component design or assembly process alterations will be made to speed up the process.  

Aesthetic Appearance (Shape, Color, Texture): 

Wyoming Wheels will incorporate an open, spoked rim with a large internal hub in the middle. 

The planetary gear and lever arm and handle system will be made of PEEK plastic and painted to 

a customized color.  

The components will be machined and painted smooth, with sharp corners filleted to avoid cuts 

and scrapes. The current prototype system is open, allowing for view of all mechanical 

components. The system will be low profile, but future prototypes will require a shroud to cover 

moving components.  

Product Life Span & Life Cycle Requirements: 

Wyoming Wheels is expected to remain functional for a minimum of 5 years. 

Expected wheel life expectancy exceeds 5 year. The life  expendency of the wheels with 
normal use is dependent on the life expectancy of the internal hub as it is the only 
rotating component. 

Possible Off-The-Shelf Components: 

The wheelchair rims are not necessary for Monarch Mobility to manufacture independently. 

-RWCR2024 24" CR20 Everyday Rear Wheel from wheelchairparts.net are the current 

prototype rims  

The internal gear hub system is not necessary for Monarch Mobility to manufacture 

independently.  

-Sturmey Archer S30 X-RD3 3-speed drum brake hub is used as the current prototype 

internal hubs.  

Maintenance Requirements: 

Proper maintenance is similar to that of a bicycle. Proper cleaning and lubrication of gears and 

moving parts will be required for smooth and quiet motion. Every month, complete the 

following: 
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1.) Use a firm brush (toothbrush), or compressed air to remove debris from plastic 

planetary gear assembly, and handle assembly. 

Assembly Considerations: 

Wyoming Wheels will require assembly before shipping. Monarch Mobility will fully assemble 

the system before shipment. All assembly considerations will be taken into account during the 

Motion and Time Study to be completed by February 28th of 2018. Please see the Motion and 

Time Study section for more information. 

The following is the expected required assembly upon purchase: 

Insert shaft of system into the proper slot on your wheelchair. Use a quick release pin to 

hold the axle in place.  

Serviceability Requirements: 

Monarch Mobility will include a full 5 year warranty with purchase of Wyoming Wheels. This will 

cover replacement of every mechanical component of the system upon breaking or need of 

replacement.  

Reliability Requirements: 

Wyoming wheels must be able to roll off of a standard 8 inch curb without threat of failure.

Decommissioning or End-Of-Life Recycling Considerations: 

If Wyoming Wheels reaches the end of its expected lifetime, or fails in any way, it must be 

decommissioned. Any moving components, such as the Rim, internal Hub, Planetary Gear 

Clutch, or Axle, will be recycled or discarded, depending on material type. Other components, 

such as the Lever Arm and Handle, will be assessed for possible re-use. These components may 

be used in new products or sold as aftermarket replacement parts.   

Product Roadmap Analysis: 

Monarch Mobility has developed a product Roadmap for the next 18 months. This includes the 

prototype phasing, patent approval, and initial sales of Wyoming Wheels. Please see 

Attachment  4 for more information.   

Development Equipment Requirements: 
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Development equipment include the following: 

SolidWorks to design and model components. 

UW Machine Shop CNC Machines to manufacture components. 

3D Printer or Waterjet to manufacture plastic components. 

Development Tools Requirements:  

Development tools include the following: 

Truing Stand to integrate internal hub to rim. 

Torque Screwdriver to assemble components. 

Crescent Wrench to adjust Wheelchair axle sleeve. 

Design Validation and Testing Requirements: 

Prototype component designs will undergo analytical and empirical stress and strain testing. 

Analytical testing will be completed conservatively on components to ensure survival from yield 

as well as fatigue. When components are developed, they will undergo physical stress testing to 

ensure survivability under worst case conditions.  

Wyoming Wheels will be tested by applying loads of 150 lbs per rear wheel to ensure no 
bending failure. Wyoming wheels will be tested by applying standard weight (200 lb 
person) and rolling off of a standard 8 inch curb to ensure no yield.  

Manufacturing Processes (Prototype): 

To manufacture components for the prototype, a fully functional CNC machine shop is necessary 

to machine the Axle Extension, Planetary Gear Clutch, Lever Arm, and Handle System. The axle 

extension is milled from steel, while the other components will be cut out of sheets of PEEK 

plastic using a water jet machine.  

The internal gear hub was incorporated into the wheelchair rim via a truing stand, and an 

experienced bicycle mechanic.  

Manufacturing Processes (Pilot-Production): 

The Pilot-Production will require the same manufacturing processes used to create the 

prototype components. Ultimately, Monarch Mobility will complete the following to ensure in-

house manufacturing:  

Purchasing of CNC machine for in house machining of axle extensions. 

Purchasing of a water jet for in house plastic planetary gear manufacturing. 

Purchasing of a truing stand for in house hub installation. 
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Quality Assurance Requirements (Pilot-Production): 

To assure quality in manufacturing of components in the Pilot-Production phase, recalibration of 

CNC milling machine and water jet machine monthly will be necessary to ensure accuracy of 

cutting measurements. The calipers on the truing stand will also be recalibrated to ensure 

proper truing of the rims during manufacturing.  

Upon arrival of out-of-house manufactured components, such as the internal hubs and rims, 

dimensions and other specifications will be measured to ensure that the components arriving 

are within the quality specs required by Wyoming Wheels. Communication with suppliers about 

any issues will be made and documented. 

Quality Control Requirements (Pilot-Production): 

Upon manufacturing, each component will be visually inspected for defects, cracks, and flaws. 

Upon assembly, each system will be loaded to a worst case scenario to ensure survivability of 

high impact loads without any deformation. The first mile of use for the system will be from in 

house testing to ensure that all mechanisms meet specifications and quality.  

Launch Quantities (Used for Pilot-Production Costs): 

Wyoming Wheels will be Manufactured-to-Order. The pilot production of Wyoming Wheels will 

consist of 10 completed prototypes will be distributed to VA's, hospitals, and other facilities to 

generate interest. Production from that point will be based on the number of orders. 

Packaging and Transportation Requirements: 

Wyoming Wheels will be packaged fully assembled. It will be placed in a foam mold and fitted 

into a cardboard box for shipping. The system will be shipped via UPS or FedEx.  

Costs (Prototype): 

Initial Prototype Costs are as follows: 

2 24inch Wheelchair Rims: $220.50 

2 3 speed hubs, fully assembled and integrated into wheelchair rims: $462.80 

Axle Extension : $80 

Lever Arm and Handle Assembly Cost Estimate: $1000 

Overhead: $100 

Total Cost: ~$1700 

Costs (Pilot-Production): 

Pilot Production costs are expected to be $17,000 for the creation of 10 full systems. 

Profitability (Pilot-Production): 
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The production cost for Wyoming Wheels is $1700 a per system. The price charged to 

consumers will be around $3500 per system.  

Pilot Production costs are $17000 for 10 prototypes. At $1800 profit per sold system, this large 

cost will be made up in the first 10 chairs sold. 

Time to Breakeven (Pilot-Production): 

Monarch Mobility will breakeven after the first 10 systems sold. This is anticipated to occur 

within the first quarter after Pilot Production. Please see Attachment 5 for more information. 

Project Time Scales and Planning (Gantt chart with Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)): 

Please see Attachments 6 and 7 for more information. 

Key Events or Proofs Required: 

Patent Approval in Fall of 2018  

February of 2018: Completion of initial prototype 

March: Testing of initial prototype  

See Attachment 4 for more information.  

Anything Considered High-Risk or Roadblock (Prototype & Pilot-Production): 

Prototyping Road Blocks: 

Empirical data collection: system cannot be accurately modeled using software in a 

short time frame. Thus all testing and data collection must be done empirically, which is 

both expensive and timely.  

Due to the nature of the design of internal hubs, each wheel (left/right) must be 

designed independently and cannot mirror each other. It is outside of the scope of the 

project to redesign an internal hub as to act "left handed" or reversed of a traditional 

hub.  

Funding is High Risk right now. 

Support, manufacturability, capacity, and timeliness 

Any New Technology that Could Make this Product-Project Better: 

New technologies that could enhance Wyoming Wheels would be the use of continuously 

variable transmission hubs instead of internal gearing hubs. These hubs would allow for a 

greater range of gearing ratios as well as smoother shifting.  
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Brand or Branding Considerations: 

Monarch Mobility is branding themselves as an adaptive technologies company. 

Wyoming Wheels is currently a project name for the lever-action manual wheelchair wheel 

product. The product name is being considered by Monarch Mobility, but no firm decisions have 

been made. 

Marketing Plan: 

Monarch Mobility has developed a survey-based marketing plan that involves speaking 

personally with people who use traditional manual wheelchairs, VAs, and hospitals to spread the 

word about their upcoming product.  

Please see Attachments 8 and 9 for more information. 

Voice of the Customer Plan: 

Monarch Mobility has conducted several surveys to engage wheelchair users and understand 

their needs.  

Monarch Mobility will expand its user data pool by attending the Abilities Expo, the Assistive 

Technology Industry Association conference, and many more such events to gain industry 

insight. 

Monarch Mobility will also give Wyoming Wheels prototypes to VA clinics, hospitals, and 

assistive technology resource centers for further customer feedback. 

Control Plan: 

A control plan for the manufactured components and the assembly of the Wyoming Wheels 

system will be determined after the Motion and Time Study is completed. Please see the motion 

and time study section for more information.  

The control plan will quantitatively collect each components dimensions, specifications, 

equipment used to manufacture it, the operator responsible, the time it takes to manufacture 

the component, and how often the component falls out of specifications. It will also track each 

components survivability of testing. This plan will document the quality assurance and quality 

control of each component.  

All Other Considerations: 

Stakeholder Considerations: 

The Wyoming Institute for Disabilities (WIND) and Wyoming Assistive Technology 

Resources (WATR) have provided significant funding for Wyoming Wheels.  

WATR expressed emphasis on ease of use for wheelchair-bound individuals who do not 

possess much upper body strength or cannot grip a handle assembly.  

Wyoming Wheels is not tailored well to these individuals, and significant design changes 

would need to be implemented in order to support these individuals with Wyoming 
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Wheels. Analysis shows that an electric wheelchair best supports these individuals. Thus 

is it has been concluded that supporting these individuals is out of Wyoming Wheels’ 

scope, and these design changes will not be considered.  

Attachments: 

1. GoMotion Patent Report. *Note that GoMotion is the running product name for the Wyoming

Wheels System.

2. Monarch Mobility Pitch to Fisher Innovation Challenge Powerpoint.

3. Wyoming Wheels Project Presentation Poster. This Attachment may be viewed on Wyocourses

under the assignment Team Project Poster.

4. Time line Powerpoint Slides.

5. Profitability, Revenue and Cash Flow Models.

6. Gantt Chart for Remainder of Project

7. Work Breakdown Structure for Remainder of Project

8. Market Characteristics Slide

9. Marketing and Customer Characterization Slides

10. FMEA

Signatures: 

Team Comm. Leader (Member No. 1): Nick Staiano __________________ Date: _____________ 

Team Member No. 2: David Tobin ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Team Member No. 3: Matt Jones ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Team Member No. 4: Jacob Porter ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Client/Customer: Monarch Mobility CEO ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Client/Customer: Monarch Mobility CT____________________ Date: _______________ 

Faculty Advisor No. 1: Len Lutz ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Faculty Advisor No. 2: Ike Ruse ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Stakeholder/Sponsor: WIND/WATR ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Dr. Kevin Kilty: ____________________ Date: _______________ 

Professor Lawrence Willey: ____________________ Date: _______________
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Nicholas Reh, CEO
James Francis, President & CTO

Monarch
Mobility Corp.
Empowering individuals with disabilities
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Problem
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http://www.wheelchairnet.org/WCN_ProdServ/Docs/TeamRehab/RR_98/9802art4.PDF
https://kdsmartchair.com/blogs/news/18706123-wheelchair-facts-numbers-and-figures-infographic
https://www.nchpad.org/96/713/Overuse~Injuries~in~Wheelchair~Users

Problem continued

31 percent to 73 percent

Rotator cuff tears or tendinitis in about 65 percentany factors that preserve the shoulder could minimize the pressure on the rotator cuff
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Problem continued
• Recreational independence

• Maneuverability
• Ramps and hills
• Muscular fatigue
• Long distance travel

• Long and short term injuries
• Torn rotator cuffs
• Carpal tunnel syndrome
• Burns, cuts, and pinched fingers
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• Adjustable handles
• Versatile for a variety of individuals
• Improved posture
• Activates larger muscle groups

• Independent braking
• Removes hands from push rims

• Unique gearing options
• Climb hills with less effort
• Travel greater distances

Solution
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Technology development

• Attachment for current manual wheelchairs
• Entering a proven market

Design inception

Aug. 2016
Mar. 2017

Proof of Concept

May 2017

Pre-α prototype

Oct. 2017

Patent filed

Today

Pitch Day

Mar. 2018

α-prototype

Dec. 2018

β-prototype

Monarch’s future
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Payer
Insurance providers 

• Target Medicare,
Medicaid and VA

• Business to business
• Pays for 80%+ of cost

Customer Outline
Influencer Decider

Physical Therapist
• Required for

prescription
• Knowledgeable on

products
• Installs and works with

user

User
• Marketing target
• Pain reduction goal
• Seeking a larger range

of mobility
• Pays for 20% or less
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• People seeking:
• K3 - K5 wheelchair 

users
• Relief from pain
• Enhanced mobility
• Customizable add-ons

User
K5
K4
K3
K2
K1In

cr
ea

se
d 

sp
ec

ia
liz

at
io

n
$100-250

$1,000-2,000
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• Medicare and Medicaid:
• Covered 603,000 wheelchairs and 1.7 million

attachments; totaling ~$617 million
• Existing cost codes for lever engaged propulsion and

geared system
• Replace every five years → Repeat customer

• 2 million individuals in manual wheelchairs could
benefit from this solution

Market
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Competition
Wijit

Magic
Wheels RoWheels

Intuitive
design

Ratcheting input levers 
without gearing option

Gears

Alters
input

Standard and low 
gearing option

Inverts input 
and output 

motion
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• Abilities Expo
• Develop the market
• Reach out to the users

• Long term injury prevention
• SBIR Phase I study

• Kickstarter
• Provide sample chairs to VA and clinics

Marketing
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• Complex sale with insurance providers support
• Wheelchair bound for at least one year
• Physical Therapist prescription
• Up to 20% copay 

Sales
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• Price = $3,500
• Production ramp up at year 2
• Repeat sale

• Five year allotment from insurance
• One time customer → customer for life

• New product development

Revenue Model
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Cash Flow Projections

Total attachments sold
• 4,560
Cash on hand
• Year 1: $ 240,000
• Year 2: $ 1,690,000
• Year 3: $ 5,480,000
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Startup Timeframe

Oct. 1, 2017 

Nov. 2, 2017

Jan. 5, 2018

June 1, 2018 Manufacturing 
Begins 

Mar. 1, 2019

SBDC Phase 0
• Provisional 

patent (filed)
• Phase I prep

Fisher 
Innovation 
Challenge
• α-prototype
• Marketing
• Kickstarter

SBIR Phase I
• Health study
• Develop the

β-prototype

First Sale
• Preorder sales 

of β-prototype
• Early adopters 
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Monarch
Mobility Corp.
Empowering individuals with disabilities

Thank you for your attention
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Background

Current Wheel Assembly
•Lever-action rubber rim brakes
•Manual push-pull system that uses pawls to engage
and disengage different planetary gear systems
•Steel ratcheting lever to engage wheels
•Extremely noisy and overbuilt
•Total weight: over 70 pounds

Mission Statement:
Monarch Mobility seeks to improve the mobility of wheelchair-bound individuals 
through the implementation of a new wheel assembly for manual wheelchairs. 

Monarch Mobility believes a modified wheel assembly will reduce the likelihood of 
shoulder and wrist injuries that occur with long-term wheelchair use by improving 

ease of long-distance, uphill, and outdoor use. Manual wheelchair users will be able to 
travel farther, faster, and travel up inclines typically impassible by standard manual 

wheelchairs, through the use of an ergonomic lever system. 

Wyoming Wheels
Lever-Action Manual Wheelchair Wheel System

Focused Vision
Monarch Mobility was born with the intention of improving the general quality of life 
of manual wheelchair users. This intention holds true today, with an increased focus to 
long-distance, outdoor, and uphill usage of manual wheelchairs. Wyoming Wheels is a 

lever-action, manual wheelchair wheel system, designed with the intention of 
maintaining the simple and quick movements capable of manual wheelchairs, while 

upgrading the ability of these chairs to move quickly and efficiently over long 
distances, uphill, and outdoors. 

Acknowledgements

Monarch Mobility
Wyoming Institute for Disabilities (WIND)
Wyoming Assistive Technology Research (WATR)
Ike Ruse, Mechanical Engineering Faculty Engineer
Len Lutz, College of Engineering Professional Lecturer 

Figure 1.Current wheelchair assembly as completed in May of 2017. 

Braking
The current rim
brakes will be
replaced with a
powerful, and reliable
disk brake system
capable of fully
locking the wheels
when engaged.

1. Several planetary gear 
systems are condensed 
inside the hub to 
achieve different 
speeds.

2. A disk brake is fixed to
internal hub.

3. The hub shrouds and 
protects the gear 
systems.

4. The axel is used to fix 
the hub to the 
wheelchair and can be 
extended to allow for a 
quick-release system 
compatible with most 
wheelchairs.

5. A free-wheel, or one-
way bearing, acts as the 
input to the gear 
systems inside the hub.

Ergonomics 
The new wheel assembly will be built around a
traditional wheelchair wheel. The handles will
retract and fold out of the way when not in use,
returning wheel control to the rails.

When in use, the handles will be fully adjustable,
and shifting and braking will be integral to the
handles for quick and easy use.

Shifting
The wheel assembly system is to be redesigned to act as an
optional attachment to the wheels. The chair will always be in
neutral, unless the handles are engaged by the user. A simple
switch will be engaged when the user utilizes the handles to
engage the planetary gear system and drive the wheels.

Introducing the Internal Gear Hub.

Figure 4. Cut-away image of a typical internal gear hub. The 
numbers indicate the (1) Several planetary gear systems, (2) Disk 
brake, (3) shroud, (4) axel, (5) Free wheel, or one-way bearing. 

Key benefits of Internal Gear 
Hubs:

• The bulky, exterior planetary
gear systems are scrapped
entirely, replaced by the several
systems within the hub

• The weight, as well as the noise
of the gearing systems, is
significantly reduced

• Shifting between gear systems is
controlled by a single lever,
significantly improving the user
interface of the handles

• A single planetary gear can be
fitted in place of a sprocket to
provide a higher gearing ratio to
the systems in the hub

• The planetary gear replacing the
sprocket acts as a secondary
clutch, enabling a default neutral
setting for the wheelchair.

Figure 7. SolidWorks model of the completed
wheel assembly. Notice that the handle length will be adjustable as well as its angle 

relative to the axis of the lever arm

Figure 6. Image of a standard disk 
brake commonly found on bicycles. 

Figure 2. Planetary gear system on current 
wheelchair design is used to achieve different 

gearing ratios and speeds.

Looking Forward

The current wheel chair assembly is a great
proof of concept but requires several major
improvements:
• The brakes must become more efficient,

and safer.
• The shifting system must become

integrated into the handle.
• The noise output and overall weight of

the chair must be significantly decreased.
• The interface of the system needs to be

optimized and customizable.

Logistics

Projected Schedule
Below is a proposed schedule of milestones to be
achieved during the remainder of the project. The
project goals are described with the intention of
being complete by the end of their listed month.

Month Project Goals

January Finalize initial prototype 
component designs.  

February Complete stand-alone 
prototype combining internal 

hub with ergonomic handle 
and pawl-clutch engagement 

system 

April Optimize prototype and 
complete integration into an 

actual wheelchair

Current  Budget
Over $6500 have been secured in funding between
the project sponsors, Monarch Mobility, and other
medical research institutes, including the Wyoming
Institute for Disabilities and Wyoming Assistive
Technology Research. These funds support the
research of technologies and materials, as well as
the testing of prototypes to generate the most ideal
and economical product at the end of the project.

Weight and Noise Reduction

Replacing the current planetary gear system with
an internal hub will greatly reduce the noise and
weight of the chair.

The free-wheel on the internal gear hub will still
generate some noise, but will not be any louder
than an average bicycle.

Advances in plastic technology make it possible
for a polymer to replace a metal in many
mechanical applications, such as gearing.
Replacing the handle and lever arm with a
polymer will greatly reduce the weight and noise
output.

Figure 5. SolidWorks model of  possible 
planetary gear system that will replace the 
sprocket on the internal hub and act as a 
secondary clutch for the lever system.

Figure 3. The traditional wheelchair rail will remain 
on the wheel for use when the levers are not in use.

David Tobin, Jacob Porter, Matt Jones, Nick Staiano

Current Progress

Currently, the team has successfully integrated an
internal hub into a wheel chair rim.

Other prototype components are in the design
phase. These components include a planetary
gear-down system, adjustable, ergonomic lever
arm and handle, and a two-way pawl system to
connect the lever arm and handle to the planetary
gear-down system.88



Technology development

• Attachment for current manual wheelchairs
• Entering a proven market

Design inception

Aug. 2016
Mar. 2017

Proof of Concept

May 2017

Pre-α prototype

Oct. 2017

Patent filed

Today

Pitch Day

Mar. 2018

α-prototype

Dec. 2018

β-prototype

Monarch’s future
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Startup Timeframe

Oct. 1, 2017 

Nov. 2, 2017

Jan. 5, 2018

June 1, 2018 Manufacturing 
Begins 

Mar. 1, 2019

SBDC Phase 0
• Provisional 

patent (filed)
• Phase I prep

Fisher 
Innovation 
Challenge
• α-prototype
• Marketing
• Kickstarter

SBIR Phase I
• Health study
• Develop the

β-prototype

First Sale
• Preorder sales 

of β-prototype
• Early adopters 
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• Price = $3,500
• Production ramp up at year 2
• Repeat sale

• Five year allotment from insurance
• One time customer → customer for life

• New product development

Revenue Model
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Cash Flow Projections

Total attachments sold
• 4,560
Cash on hand
• Year 1: $ 240,000
• Year 2: $ 1,690,000
• Year 3: $ 5,480,000
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ID Task 

Mode

Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

1 Update Axle 
Extension Design for 
compatability with 3 
Speed Hubs

2 days Fri 2/9/18 Mon 
2/12/18

2 Submit Updated Axle
Extension Designs to 
Machine Shop for 
Manufacturing

1 day Mon 
2/12/18

Mon 
2/12/18

1

3 Receive updated axle
Extentions 

4 days Mon 
2/12/18

Thu 2/15/18 2

4 Update Lever Arm 
component designs 
for compatibility 
with updated Axle

3 days Mon 
2/12/18

Wed 
2/14/18

1

5 Submit Updated 
Lever Arm and 
Handle Component 
Designs to Machine 
shop for 
Manufacturing

1 day Wed 
2/14/18

Wed 
2/14/18

4

6 Receive Lever Arm 
and Handle 
Components

7 days Wed 
2/14/18

Thu 2/22/18 5

28 3 8 13 18 23 28 2 7

November 2017 December 2017 January 2018

Task

Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Critical

Critical Split

Progress

Manual Progress

Page 1

Project: Gantt Chart for PDS

Date: Tue 2/6/18
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ID Task 

Mode

Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

7 Update Planetary 
Gear and Pawl 
System Design for 
compatability with 3 
Speed Hubs

3 days Sun 1/28/18 Tue 1/30/18

8 Submit Planetary 
Gear and Pawl 
System Design to 
Machine Shop for 
Manufacturing

1 day Thu 2/1/18 Thu 2/1/18 7

9 Receive Planetary 
Gear and Pawl 
System Components 

1 day Thu 2/1/18 Thu 2/1/18 8

10 Initial Assembly of 
System

5 days Thu 2/22/18 Wed 
2/28/18

9

11 Motion and Time 
Study

16 days Wed 
2/28/18

Wed 
3/21/18

10

12 Submit Alpha 
Prototype to 
Monarch Mobility 
for Testing

2 days Wed 
3/21/18

Thu 3/22/18 11

13 Overload Testing to 
Ensure Yield 
Survivability

14 days Thu 3/22/18 Tue 4/10/18 12

14 Fatigue Testing to 
Ensure Lifespan

10 days Tue 4/10/18 Mon 
4/23/18

13

28 3 8 13 18 23 28 2 7

November 2017 December 2017 January 2018

Task

Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Critical

Critical Split

Progress

Manual Progress

Page 2

Project: Gantt Chart for PDS

Date: Tue 2/6/18
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ID Task 

Mode

Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

15 Update and Improve 
Component Designs

2 days Mon 
4/23/18

Tue 4/24/18 12

16 Complete and 
Submit Final 
Optimizations for 
Undergraduate 
Research Day

2 days Tue 4/24/18 Wed 
4/25/18

14

28 3 8 13 18 23 28 2 7

November 2017 December 2017 January 2018

Task

Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Critical

Critical Split

Progress

Manual Progress

Page 3

Project: Gantt Chart for PDS

Date: Tue 2/6/18
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7 12 17 22 27 1 6 11 16 21 26 3 8 13 18 23 28 2 7 12 17 22 27 2

January 2018 February 2018 March 2018 April 2018 May 2018

Task

Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Critical

Critical Split

Progress

Manual Progress

Page 4

Project: Gantt Chart for PDS

Date: Tue 2/6/18
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7 12 17 22 27 1 6 11 16 21 26 3 8 13 18 23 28 2 7 12 17 22 27 2

January 2018 February 2018 March 2018 April 2018 May 2018

Task

Split

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Critical

Critical Split

Progress

Manual Progress

Page 5

Project: Gantt Chart for PDS

Date: Tue 2/6/18
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Summary
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Finish-only
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External Milestone

Deadline

Critical

Critical Split

Progress

Manual Progress

Page 6

Project: Gantt Chart for PDS

Date: Tue 2/6/18
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Appendix 7 

Work Breakdown Structure  

Wyoming 
Wheels

Complete Initial 
Prototype 

Component Designs 

Submit Designs to 
Machine Shop for 
Manufacturing 

Assemble 
Initial 

Prototype 

Motion and 
Time Study  

Submit Alpha 
Prototype to 

Monarch Mobility 

Testing of Alpha 
Prototype 

Overload 
Testing  

Fatigue 
Testing  
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• Medicare and Medicaid:
• Covered 603,000 wheelchairs and

1.7 million attachments; totaling
~$617 million

• Existing cost codes for lever
engaged propulsion and geared
system

• Replace every five years →
Repeat customer

• 1.5 million in wheelchairs (2000)
• Growth of population yields ~1.7

million now
• 30-73% show shoulder injuries

Market

100
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• Abilities Expo (user)
• Develop the market
• Reach out to the users

• Long term injury prevention
• SBIR Phase I study (OT/PT)

• Kickstarter (user)
• Provide sample chairs to VA and clinics (OT/PT)

Marketing
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Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

Description Instructions Learn More

●

●

●

Item: FMEA number:
Model: Page :
Core Team: FMEA Date (Orig): 11/30/2017

Actions Taken
S
e
v

O
c
c

D
e
t

R
P
N

Roll Down Step 
or Curb

Impact force 
from fall

Bends hub 
axle 8

Ramp not 
available/ 
used

6

Axle is designed 
to achieve a factor 
of safety of 2 such 
that a 220 lb rider 
can fall off a 9.5 
inch curb without 
yield.

1 48 Increase strength/
thickness of shaft

Monarch Mobility 
will include this in 
this project's 
design

8 2 1 16

Rolling through 
narrow areas

Impact to 
Planetary 
Gear System

Damaged/ 
unaligned 
gears

7

User can 
not always 
monitor/ 
protect 
system

4
Gears and shifting 
mechanisms are 
exposed

3 83 Design shroud
system

Out of scope for 
this year's project, 
future 
implimentation 
possible

7 1 4 28

Using handles Pawl
fractures

Broken 
pawl, 
unable to 
shift

8

Wheels 
lock and 
while user 
is trying to 
push 
handles

5 None 2 80

Carfeully select 
material of gears / 
pawl to handle 
maximum moment 
that could be 
applied

Monarch Mobility 
will include this in 
this project's 
design

7 1 2 14

0 0
0 0

Potential 
Effect(s) of 

Failure

Potential 
Cause(s)/ 

Mechanism
(s) of 

Failure

Quality Tools

Recommended 
Action(s)

Responsibility and 
Target Completion 

Date

R
P
N

Process 
Function

Responsibility:
Prepared by:

Learn About FMEA

This template illustrates a Failure Mode and 
Effects Analysis (FMEA), also referred to as a 
Potential Failure Mode and Effects Analysis 
(PFMEA) or Failure Modes, Effects and 
Criticality Analysis (FMECA).  A detailed 
discussion can be found at www.ASQ.org

To learn more about other quality tools, visit the ASQ Learn 
About Quality web site.

Learn About Quality

Please follow the link for detailed 
instructions for data entry

Potential 
Failure Mode

1 of 1

Initiate action to reduce the RPN

Action Results

FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

O
c
c
u
r

Current 
Process 
Controls

D
e
t
e
c

Nick Staiano, David Tobin, Matt Jones, Jacob Porter

Wyoming Wheels
Prototype

1

Re-evaluate the RPN value after 
completion of the recommended 
actions

S
e
v

C
l
a
s
s
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